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 Participate in the “AOV Gamergizer Quest” to earn “Arena of Valor” ‘s virtual items monthly, plus a chance to gain Grand 
Reward.  

 When participant has joined the Activity, it represents that the participant has read and agrees to all the Terms and 
Conditions of the Activity and the Privacy Policy of the Company. 

 The Promotion is valid from now to 31 Aug 2020 (both dates inclusive) (the "Promotion Period"). 

 During Promotion Period, participant completes various missions monthly to earn Valor Coins, in order to gain “Arena of 
Valor” ‘s virtual items plus a chance to gain Grand Reward.  

Participation Mechanism 

 Participant needs to provide valid mobile no. and email address in “AOV Gamergizer Quest” platform for registration.  

 Please ensure the information is correct, the mobile no. and email address will be used for receiving prize-notification 
emails and confirm the identity of the winner to receive the Grand Reward. 

 For existing SmarTone customer, suggested to use current mobile no. under SmarTone for registration. 

How to play 

 A series of missions are listed in “AOV Gamergizer Quest” platform. For mission details, please refer to “AOV 
Gamergizer Quest” platform. 

 After completing certain mission(s), participant will receive corresponding “Hero Card” which in turn corresponds to 
certain amount of Valor Coins. Please refer below for Hero Card Exchange Table. Participant can view the total 
amount of Valor Coins obtained on “AOV Gamergizer Quest” platform.  

                          Hero Card Exchange Table 

Hero Card Valor Coins 

D 1 

C 2 

B 4 

A 6 

S 8 

SS 10 

SSR 30 

SSR+ 70 

SmarTone Exclusive Limited Edition Skin (Hero Inclusive) and Virtual Item Winning Method 

1) Monthly Reward 

  “Arena of Valor” ‘s virtual items will be offered monthly. Participant will receive corresponding “Arena of 
Valor” ‘s virtual items when having gained certain amount of Valor Coins within dedicated period.  

Valor Coins (pcs) Tier Arena of Valor” ‘s virtual items 

100 or above 1 
Classic Limited Edition Skin (one of the five skins) 

- 傳說高校-莫拉 
- 草莓甜寵-依夏 
- 煉獄修羅-金納 
- 奇喵之旅-堇 
- 異域舞娘-美娜 

70 - 99 2 Rank Protection Card Box 

50 - 69 3 Magic Crystal*4pcs 

40 - 49 4 Magic Crystal*2pcs 

30 - 39 5 
 “1-Day Limited Edition Skin Experience Card and 
Arcana Fragment (Get one randomly) 

- 傳說高校-莫拉 1-Day Limited Edition Skin 
Experience Card and Arcana 
Fragment*500pcs 

- 草莓甜寵-依夏 1-Day Limited Edition Skin 
Experience Card and Arcana 
Fragment*500pcs 
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- 煉獄修羅-金納 1-Day Limited Edition Skin 
Experience Card and Arcana 
Fragment*500pcs 

- 奇喵之旅-堇 1-Day Limited Edition Skin 
Experience Card and Arcana 
Fragment*500pcs 

- 異域舞娘-美娜 1-Day Limited Edition Skin 
Experience Card and Arcana 
Fragment*500pcs 

20 - 29 6 Hero Fragments Box - 10 Fragments 

1 - 19 7 Gem*50pcs 

 
 The “Arena of Valor” ‘s virtual items in each month are available on a first-come-first-served basis while 

stocks last. 

 On the last day of each month, participant’s total number of Valor Coins will be counted by the system, and 
participant will be sent a redemption code for the corresponding monthly prize within 3 days via the “AOV 
Gamergizer Quest” platform. The amount of Valor Coins that is already counted in a month will not be 
counted in other months. (i.e. the total number of Valor Coins in June will not be counted in July & August) 

 

Month Valor Coins Cutoff Date 

June 30th June 2020 

July 31st July 2020 

August 31st August 2020  

 

 For “Arena of Valor” ‘s virtual items redemption details, please refer to the “AOV Gamergizer Quest” platform. 

 The redemption code of “Arena of Valor” ‘s virtual items is limited to one time only; the redemption code is 
valid until 31 May 2021; any unused redemption code will be forfeited upon expiry. 

 

2) Grand Reward 

 “AOV Gamergizer Quest” Grand Reward will be announced within September. The top 100 players who get 
the most Valor Coins can win the Grand Reward. 

 Valor Coins earned in June, July and August are automatically accumulated for ranking to win the Grand 
Reward. The cut-off time of Grand Reward is 23:59 on August 31, 2020. 

 If participant becomes a SmarTone mobile plan customer before the Grand Reward cut off time, his/her Valor 
Coins will be doubled. SmarTone Priority PlusTM Premium and PriorityPlusTM member can enjoy triple-up on 
Valor Coins. The bonus of Valor Coins will base on SmarTone Plus membership on 31st Aug 2020. 

 Each winner of the Grand Reward will receive a confirmation email within September. The winner must go to 
the designated outlet within the time limit of the reward redemption period in person and must present a 
Grand Reward confirmation email and proof of identification for the Grand Reward approval. 

 If it is unable to contact the winners or verify their identity, or winners cannot receive or redeem it due to 
invalid and/or wrong personal information or any other reason unrelated to the Company, the winner’s 
eligibility will be forfeited. The Company will not take any responsibility or make any compensation. 

 “AOV Gamergizer Quest” Grand Reward 

Valor Coins Ranking Grand Reward Quota 

1 SmarTone Exclusive Limited Edition Skin (Hero 
Inclusive) + 5G Flagship Handset  

1 

2-3 SmarTone  Exclusive Limited Edition Skin (Hero 
Inclusive) + 5G Handset 

2 

4-100 SmarTone  Exclusive Limited Edition Skin (Hero 
Inclusive) +  SmarTone x The Hood DIY Accessories 

97 

 

  “AOV Gamergizer Quest” ‘s virtual item and its value is provided by third party. Any updates and changes will not be 
informed. The Company is not the virtual items provider and makes no representations or warranties and disclaims all 
liability for the quality and availability of the game and virtual items provided by the merchant. The Company is not 
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responsible or liable for any loss or damage, claims or other liability arising by the game and virtual item. If there is 
any disputes or complaints, please contract game supplier. 

 
 The Company makes no representations or warranties and disclaims all liability for the quality and availability of the 

products, services, or information provided by the merchant. Any business dealings, payments and transactions 
between the customers and the relevant merchant that are not part of the products and services stated in this offer are 
business dealings solely between the customers and the relevant merchant. The Company is not responsible or liable 
for any loss or damage, claims or other liability arising as a result of any such dealings.  

 
 The redemption code of “Hero Card” and “Arena of Valor” ‘s virtual items code is limited to one time only. Customers 

should be responsible for the maintenance and use of the redemption code. The Company is not responsible for any 
loss incurred from stolen or loss of the redemption code. 

 
 During the Campaign, participants are not allowed to use “AOV Gamergizer Quest” for profiting purposes and/or 

activities to profit illegally. If we deem certain behavior of any participant as abusing the “AOV Gamergizer Quest” 
promotion, we may exercise our discretion on terminating that participant’s account and forfeiting any potential prizes. 
SmarTone and Campaign organizer (Advokate Limited) will have the final decisions on how to award prizes. 

 The registration information and registration time will be based on the record of The Company’s data server. The 
Company makes no responsible for any causes, including but not limited to delays, loss, errors, or unidentifiable 
information, submitted by participants due to technical problems such as computers, communication tools, networks, 
or any other problems that are not within the reasonable control of the organizer. 

 Participant accept to receive promotion messages from SmarTone and Campaign organizer for receiving prize 
notification emails and privilege messages related to the game. 

 The Company and Campaign organizer reserves the right of final decision relating to the Activity and any dispute 
thereof, and may change the Activity’s Terms and Conditions without prior notice. 

 

 

 


